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Description

Background of the Invention

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a voltage con-
trolled oscillator, and more particularly, to a voltage con-
trolled oscillator which can suppress oscillation frequen-
cy deviation.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] A typical voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
generates an output signal oscillating at a frequency de-
termined in accordance with a voltage supplied from an
external unit. For example, the voltage controlled oscil-
lator (VCO) is used in various fields such as information
processing and communication.
[0003] A conventional voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) will be described with reference to Fig. 1, which
is a circuit diagram showing the circuit structure of the
conventional voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). The
conventional voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 105 is
comprised of a bias generator (BG) 108, a ring oscillator
(RO) 109, and a level converter (L-C) 107.
[0004] A constant voltage Vcn1 with a predetermined
voltage value and a control voltage Vcnt are supplied
from an external unit to the bias generator (BG) 108.
Also, a power supply voltage is supplied to the bias gen-
erator (BG) 108 and the ring oscillator (RO) 109 from an
external unit. The outputs of the bias generator (BG) 108
are supplied to the ring oscillator (RO) 109. The bias
generator (BG) 108 compensates for the operation cur-
rent of the ring oscillator (RO) 109. Compensation
means to allow flow enough current to flow to rapid rising
and falling operations of the ring oscillator (RO) 109.
Through this compensation, a high frequency charac-
teristic can be obtained. The level converter (L-C) 107
generates an output signal FVCO based on the outputs
of the ring oscillator (RO) 109.
[0005] The ring oscillator (RO) 109 comprises N in-
version-type differential amplifiers. N is an integer equal
to or more than 2. Each of the N inversion-type differen-
tial amplifiers operates based on the outputs of the bias
generator (BG) 108. That is, the operation current of
each of the N inversion-type differential amplifiers is in-
directly determined by the addition of a current Icn1 de-
termined in accordance with constant voltage Vcn1 and
a current Icnt determined in accordance with control volt-
age Vcnt. In this way, in ring oscillator (RO) 109, an offset
of the oscillation frequency is set based on constant volt-
age Vcn1, and the oscillation frequency is proportional
to voltage Vcnt. The ring oscillator (RO) 109 supplies one
of maximum voltage VOUT1 showing the maximum peak
and minimum voltage VOUT2 showing the minimum peak
to the level converter (L-C) 107 through a first output
terminal OUT1. Also, the ring oscillator (RO) 109 sup-

plies the other of maximum voltage VOUT1 and minimum
voltage VOUT2 to level converter (L-C) 107 through a
second output terminal OUT2.
[0006] The level converter (L-C) 107 increases volt-
age difference between minimum voltage VOUT2 and
maximum voltage VOUT1 to a CMOS level and gener-
ates the output signal FVCO. The output signal FVCO
generated by level converter (L-C) 107 is sent out out-
side as the output signal of the voltage controlled oscil-
lator (VCO) 105.
[0007] The relation of the oscillation frequency of the
output signal FVCO generated by voltage controlled os-
cillator (VCO) 105 and control voltage Vcnt will be de-
scribed. Fig. 3 is a diagram showing the relation. When
the voltage Vcnt increases over a threshold voltage
Va101 of a transistor contained in voltage controlled os-
cillator (VCO) 105, the oscillation frequency of output
signal FVCO starts to increase linearly from 0 (Hz), as
shown by the symbol X1. Thus, voltage controlled os-
cillator (VCO) 105 generates output signal FVCO with the
oscillation frequency proportional to control voltage Vcnt
in a range from the threshold voltage Va101 to the power
supply voltage VDD. Therefore, when the control voltage
Vcnt is Vb101 (Va101 < Vb101 < VDD), output signal FVCO
of a desired oscillation frequency Fb101 can be obtained.
[0008] However, voltage Vb101 receives interference
due to a noise component and changes. At that time,
the change of the desired oscillation frequency Fb101 be-
comes large in accordance with the inclination of the fre-
quency characteristic, which as shown by symbol X1 is
steep. To suppress the large change of the oscillation
frequency, offset frequency Fa101 is presented by the
addition of the current Icnt corresponding to the constant
voltage Vcnt in the bias generator (BG) 108. The offset
frequency Fa101 is larger than 0 (Hz) and smaller than
the desired frequency Fb101, and is referred to as a ref-
erence frequency or a free-running oscillation frequen-
cy. Thus, the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 105 can
generate output signal FVCO to have a frequency char-
acteristic shown by symbol Y101 which is more gentle
than the frequency characteristic shown by symbol X1.
[0009] Next, the bias generator (BG) 108 will be de-
scribed, which comprises an addition circuit 108a and a
mirror circuit 108b.
[0010] The addition circuit 108a comprises a P-chan-
nel MOS (PMOS) transistor 111, and N-channel MOS
(NMOS) transistors 112 and 113. The higher side power
supply voltage VDD is connected with the source elec-
trode of the PMOS transistor 111. The drain electrode
of the PMOS transistor 111 is connected with the drain
electrodes of NMOS transistors 112 and 113. The con-
stant voltage Vcn1 is supplied to the gate electrode of
NMOS transistor 112 from the external unit. Also, the
source electrode of NMOS transistor 112 is connected
with the lower power supply voltage, and generally is
grounded. The voltage Vcnt is supplied to the gate elec-
trode of NMOS transistor 113 from the external unit. Al-
so, the source electrode of NMOS transistor 113 is con-
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nected with the lower power supply voltage, and gener-
ally is grounded.
[0011] The mirror circuit 108b comprises a PMOS
transistor 114 and an NMOS transistor 115. The higher
power supply voltage VDD is connected with the source
electrode of PMOS transistor 114. The gate electrode
of PMOS transistor 114 is connected with the drain elec-
trode of PMOS transistor 111. The drain electrode of
NMOS transistor 115 is connected with the drain elec-
trode of PMOS transistor 114. Also, the source electrode
of NMOS transistor 115 is connected with the lower pow-
er supply voltage, and generally is grounded.
[0012] The mirror circuit flows through a second tran-
sistor connected with a first transistor, the current with
the same value as the value of current which flows
through the first transistor or a value proportional to the
value of current which flows through the first transistor
like a mirror. The current which flows through the second
transistor increases proportionally, if the current which
flows through the first transistor increases. Therefore,
the output of PMOS transistor 111 is supplied from bias
generator (BG) 108 to the ring oscillator (RO) 109 as a
signal corresponding to an addition of current Icn1 deter-
mined in accordance with constant voltage Vcn1 and cur-
rent Icnt determined in accordance with voltage Vcnt. Al-
so, the output of PMOS transistor 114 is supplied from
bias generator (BG) 108 to ring oscillator (RO) 109.
[0013] Next, ring oscillator (RO) 109 will be described.
In the conventional voltage controlled oscillator shown
in Fig. 1, the above-mentioned N is an even number
equal to or more than 2, and specifically N is 4. In this
case, ring oscillator (RO) 109 comprises first to fourth
inversion-type differential amplifiers 109a, 109b, 109c,
and 109d. Each of the first to fourth inversion-type dif-
ferential amplifiers 109a, 109b, 109c, and 109d is com-
prised of PMOS transistors 121, 122, 123, and 124, and
NMOS transistor 125, 126, and 129. The first to fourth
inversion-type differential amplifiers 109a, 109b, 109c,
and 109d have basically the same circuit structure.
Therefore, the circuit structure of the first inversion-type
differential amplifier 109a will be described.
[0014] The higher side power supply voltage VDD is
connected with the source electrodes of the PMOS tran-
sistors 121, 122, 123, and 124. The gate electrodes of
PMOS transistors 122 and 123 are connected with the
drain electrode and gate electrode of PMOS transistor
111, respectively. Here, each of PMOS transistors 122
and 123 constitutes a current mirror circuit with PMOS
transistor 111. The gate electrode of NMOS transistor
129 is connected with the drain electrode and gate elec-
trode of NMOS transistor 115. Also, the source elec-
trode of NMOS transistor 129 is connected with the low-
er power supply voltage, and generally is grounded.
NMOS transistor 129 constitutes a current mirror circuit
with NMOS transistor 115. The drain electrode of NMOS
transistor 129 is connected with the source electrodes
of NMOS transistors 125 and 126. The drain electrode
of NMOS transistor 125 is connected with the drain elec-

trodes of PMOS transistors 121 and 122, and the gate
electrode of PMOS transistor 121. The drain electrode
of NMOS transistor 126 is connected with the drain elec-
trodes of PMOS transistors 123 and 124, and the gate
electrode of PMOS transistor 124.
[0015] The gate electrode of NMOS transistor 125 of
second inversion-type differential amplifier 109b is con-
nected with the drain electrode of NMOS transistor 125
of first inversion-type differential amplifier 109a. The
gate electrode of NMOS transistor 126 of second inver-
sion-type differential amplifier 109b is connected with
the drain electrode of NMOS transistor 126 of first inver-
sion-type differential amplifier 109a.
[0016] Similarly, the gate electrode of NMOS transis-
tor 125 of third inversion-type differential amplifier 109c
is connected with the drain electrode of NMOS transistor
125 of second inversion-type differential amplifier 109b.
The gate electrode of NMOS transistor 126 of third in-
version-type differential amplifier 109c is connected with
the drain electrode of NMOS transistor 126 of second
inversion-type differential amplifier 109b. Also, the gate
electrode of NMOS transistor 125 of fourth inversion-
type differential amplifier 109d is connected with the
drain electrode of NMOS transistor 125 of third inver-
sion-type differential amplifier 109c. The gate electrode
of NMOS transistor 126 of fourth inversion-type differ-
ential amplifier 109d is connected with the drain elec-
trode of NMOS transistor 126 of third inversion-type dif-
ferential amplifier 109c. Also, the gate electrode of
NMOS transistor 125 of first inversion-type differential
amplifier 109a is connected with the drain electrode of
NMOS transistor 126 of fourth inversion-type differential
amplifier 109d. The gate electrode of NMOS transistor
126 of first inversion-type differential amplifier 109a is
connected with the drain electrode of NMOS transistor
125 of fourth inversion-type differential amplifier 109d.
Also, the drain electrode of NMOS transistor 125 of
fourth inversion-type differential amplifier 109d is con-
nected with level converter (L-C) 107 through first output
terminal OUT1. The drain electrode of NMOS transistor
126 of fourth inversion-type differential amplifier 109d is
connected with level converter (L-C) 107 through sec-
ond output terminal OUT2.
[0017] Next, the operation of bias generator (BG) 108
and ring oscillator (RO) 109 of the above-mentioned
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 105 will be described
with reference to Fig. 1. Here, a reference level is biased
to the constant voltage Vcn1 and a control level is biased
to voltage Vcnt, which are supplied to voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) 105.
[0018] NMOS transistor 112 makes drain current
ID112 flow in accordance with constant voltage Vcn1 as
a bias. However, it is supposed that drain current ID113
of NMOS transistor 113 is 0 (A), because NMOS tran-
sistor 113 is now in the off state, or control voltage Vcnt
does not reach the threshold voltage. Because the gate
and drain of PMOS transistor 111 are connected to a
same node, PMOS transistor 111 is in the saturation re-
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gion. At this time, the gate voltage level of PMOS tran-
sistor 111 is equal to the gate levels of PMOS transistor
114 of mirror circuit 108b, and each of PMOS transistors
122 and 123 in each of the first to fourth inversion-type
differential amplifiers 109a, 109b, 109c, and 109d in ring
oscillator (RO) 109. Each of PMOS transistor 114 and
PMOS transistor 122 and 123 in each of the first to fourth
inversion-type differential amplifiers 109a, 109b, 109c,
and 109d constitutes a current mirror circuit with PMOS
transistor 111. Therefore, the current determined in ac-
cordance with the ratio of the gate parameters of PMOS
transistor 111 such as the threshold voltage, the gate
length, and the gate thickness of the gate oxidation film
and those of each of PMOS transistors 114, 122 and
123 flows as the drain current of each of PMOS transis-
tors 114, 122 and 123.
[0019] As drain current ID115 of NMOS transistor 115,
only drain current ID114 of PMOS transistor 114 flows
which is determined in accordance with the ratio of the
gate parameters of PMOS transistor 111 and those of
PMOS transistor 114. Because the gate and drain of
NMOS transistor 115 are connected to the same node,
NMOS transistor 115 is in the saturation region, and the
gate voltage level is determined to let drain current
ID115 flow. The gate voltage level is equal to the gate
level of NMOS transistor 129 of each of the first to fourth
inversion-type differential amplifiers 109a, 109b, 109c,
and 109d. - NMOS transistors 129 of each of first to
fourth inversion-type differential amplifiers 109a, 109b,
109c, and 109d constitutes a current mirror circuit with
NMOS transistor 115. Therefore, the current determined
in accordance with the ratio of the gate parameters of
NMOS transistor 115 and those of NMOS transistor 129
flows as the drain current of NMOS transistor 129.
[0020] When control voltage Vcnt rises and becomes
equal to or higher than the threshold value of NMOS
transistor 113, this is turned on. At this time, drain cur-
rent ID113 of NMOS transistor 113 begins to flow. As
voltage Vcnt raises, drain currents ID113 of NMOS tran-
sistor 113 flows more. Therefore, drain current ID111 of
PMOS transistor 111 increases, too. Consequently, the
drain current of each of PMOS transistors 122 and 123
of the current mirror circuits, and the drain current of
NMOS transistor 129 increase, too.
[0021] When the reference level is biased to the con-
stant voltage Vcn1 and voltage Vcnt is not supplied, drain
current ID129 flows through NMOS transistor 129 of the
first inversion-type differential amplifier 109a. Thus, the
drain current ID129 of NMOS transistor 129 flows
through a node where the source electrodes of NMOS
transistors 125 and 126 are connected with the drain
electrode of NMOS transistor 129 in common.
[0022] NMOS transistors 125 and 126 of the differen-
tial circuit as a switch operate with drain current ID129
of above-mentioned NMOS transistor 129. NMOS tran-
sistors 125 and 126 in first inversion-type differential
amplifier 109a flow drain currents ID125 and ID126 in
accordance with input signals, i.e., output signals from

fourth inversion-type differential amplifier 109d to supply
to PMOS transistors 121 and 124 as active loads. When
NMOS transistor 125 is turned on and NMOS transistor
126 is turned off, the current flows through NMOS tran-
sistor 125 and PMOS transistor 121. At this time, the
output of NMOS transistor 125 in first inversion-type dif-
ferential amplifier 109a or the input of NMOS transistor
125 in second inversion-type differential amplifier 109b
becomes low because of the potential drop correspond-
ing to drain - source voltage VDS121 of PMOS transistor
121. Because NMOS transistor 126 is in the off state,
the output of NMOS transistor 126 in first inversion-type
differential amplifier 109a or the input of NMOS transis-
tor 126 of second inversion-type differential amplifier
109b becomes high.
[0023] PMOS transistors 122 and 123 connected in
parallel as the active loads constitute mirror circuits to-
gether with bias generator (BG) 108. By flowing the mir-
ror current through the mirror circuit, there is an effect
that NMOS transistors 125 and 126 let currents flow fast
when NMOS transistors 125 and 126 are turned on or
off. Thus, it is possible to make the rising and falling op-
erations rapid to promote the oscillation at high speed.
[0024] When the level of voltage Vcnt supplied to bias
generator (BG) 108 rises, drain current ID129 of NMOS
transistor 129 of first inversion-type differential amplifier
109 begins to flow. At this time, the circuit current of first
inversion-type differential amplifier 109a increases. If
the current increases, the drive ability for the circuit in-
creases. Also, the time taken to charge output load, i.
e., the gate capacitances of NMOS transistor 125 and
NMOS transistor 126 of second inversion-type differen-
tial amplifier 109b and wiring line capacities can be
made short. In other words,thedelay time in first inver-
sion-type differential amplifiers 109a becomes short.
[0025] When NMOS transistor 125 of first inversion-
type differential amplifier 109a is turned on and NMOS
transistor 126 is in the off state, as mentioned above,
the output of NMOS transistor 125 is on low level and
the output of NMOS transistor 126 is on high level. Thus,
the low level is supplied from NMOS transistor 125 of
first inversion-type differential amplifier 109a to NMOS
transistor 125 of second inversion-type differential am-
plifier 109b. Also, the high level is supplied from NMOS
transistor 126 of first inversion-type differential amplifier
109a to NMOS transistor 126 of second inversion-type
differential amplifier 109b. Therefore, NMOS transistor
125 is turned off and NMOS transistor 126 is turned on
in second inversion-type differential amplifier 109b. As
a result, the output of NMOS transistor 125 is on high
level and the output of NMOS transistor 126 on low level.
Thus, the high level is supplied from NMOS transistor
125 of second inversion-type differential amplifier 109b
to NMOS transistor 125 of third inversion-type differen-
tial amplifier 109c. Also, the low level is supplied from
NMOS transistor 126 of second inversion-type differen-
tial amplifier 109b to NMOS transistor 126 of third inver-
sion-type differential amplifier 109c. Therefore, NMOS
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transistor 125 is turned on and NMOS transistor 126 is
turned off in third inversion-type differential amplifier
109c. As a result, the output of NMOS transistor 125 is
on low level and the output of NMOS transistor 126 on
high level. Thus, the low level is supplied from NMOS
transistor 125 of third inversion-type differential amplifi-
er 109c to NMOS transistor 125 of fourth inversion-type
differential amplifier 109d. Also, the high level is sup-
plied from NMOS transistor 126 of third inversion-type
differential amplifier 109c to NMOS transistor 126 of
second inversion-type differential amplifier 109d. There-
fore, NMOS transistor 125 is turned off and NMOS tran-
sistor 126 turned on in second inversion-type differential
amplifier 109b. As a result, the output of NMOS transis-
tor 125 is on high level and the output of NMOS transis-
tor 126 on low level. The high level is supplied from
NMOS transistor 125 of fourth inversion-type differential
amplifier 109d to NMOS transistor 126 of first inversion-
type differential amplifier 109a. Also, the low level is sup-
plied from NMOS transistor 126 of fourth inversion-type
differential amplifier 109d to NMOS transistor 125 of first
inversion-type differential amplifier 109a. By this, NMOS
transistor 125 is turned off and the NMOS transistor 126
turned on in first inversion-type differential amplifier
109a. Thus, the high level is supplied from NMOS tran-
sistor 125 of first inversion-type differential amplifier
109a to NMOS transistor 125 of second inversion-type
differential amplifier 109b. Also, the low level is supplied
from NMOS transistor 126 of first inversion-type differ-
ential amplifier 109a to NMOS transistor 126 of second
inversion-type differential amplifier 109b. Therefore,
NMOS transistor 125 is turned on and NMOS transistor
126 turned off in second inversion-type differential am-
plifier 109b.
[0026] As described above, first, NMOS transistor
125 is in the on state and NMOS transistor 126 in the
off state in first inversion-type differential amplifier 109a.
However, when process proceeds for one circulation
from first inversion-type differential amplifier 109a to
fourth inversion-type differential amplifier 109d, NMOS
transistor 125 is turned off and NMOS transistor 126
turned on in first inversion-type differential amplifier
109a. As this operation continues, oscillation is carried
out.
[0027] In conventional voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) 105, the inclination of the frequency characteris-
tic can be made gentle, because the offset is given to
the above-mentioned free-running oscillation frequency
Fa101. Therefore, even when control voltage Vcnt con-
taining a noise component is supplied, the change of the
above-mentioned oscillation frequency Fb101 can be
made small, compared with the voltage controlled oscil-
lator in which the offset is not given.
[0028] The frequency characteristic of conventional
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 105 will be described
with reference to Fig. 4 showing a diagram of the fre-
quency characteristic of the conventional voltage con-
trolled oscillator (VCO).

[0029] Symbol Y101 shows a frequency characteris-
tic in case of "typ-case". The free-running oscillation fre-
quency Fa101 is about 500 MHz. The case "typ-case"
means that there is no manufacture deviation. Such a
characteristic is achieved when the threshold voltages
Vtn of the NMOS transistors corresponding to Va101,
Va102 and Va103 in Fig. 14 and the threshold voltages
Vtp of the PMOS transistors have center values of nor-
mal distribution . However, when deviation during man-
ufacture exists, there are the frequency characteristic of
"fast-case" shown by symbol Y101' and the frequency
characteristic of "slow-case" shown by symbol Y101''.
The frequency characteristic of "fast-case" is obtained
when threshold voltages Vtn and Vtp are lower. At this
time, a transistor is turned on earlier, the parasitic ca-
pacity is lower and a signal is sent earlier. The frequency
characteristic of "slow-case" is obtained when threshold
voltages Vtn and Vtp are higher. At this time, the transis-
tor is turned on late, the parasitic capacity is larger and
the signal is sent late. Also, sometimes there are devi-
ations of threshold voltages Vtn and Vtp.
[0030] When the frequency characteristic is deter-
mined considering deviation during manufacture, the
upper limit is shown as MAX of - symbol Y101' and the
lower limit is shown as MIN of symbol Y101''. Here, it is
supposed that the voltage for output signal FVCO of de-
sired oscillation frequency Fb101 is Vb101 (Va101 < Vb101<
VDD), and the oscillation frequency Fb101 is 1000 MHz.
In this condition, in the frequency characteristic of "fast-
case" shown by symbol Y101', the free-running oscilla-
tion frequency Fa102 is about 600 MHz. This is faster by
about 20%, compared with the frequency characteristic
of "typ-case" shown by symbol Y101. However, when
voltage Vcnt increases and reaches voltage Vb101 of the
"typ-case" shown by symbol Y101, it becomes about
1000 MHz. However, in the frequency characteristic of
"fast-case" shown by symbol Y101', it has become as
much as 1550 MHz which is faster by 55% than in "typ-
case". In the frequency characteristic of "slow-case"
shown by symbol Y101'', the free-running oscillation fre-
quency Fa103 is about 400 MHz. This is later by about
20%, compared with the frequency characteristic in the
case of "typ-case" shown by symbol Y101. However, in
the frequency characteristic of "typ-case" shown by
symbol Y101, it becomes about 1000 (MHz) when volt-
age Vcnt becomes large and reaches the level of Vb101.
However, in the frequency characteristic of "slow-case"
shown by symbol Y101'', it becomes as much as 600
MHz which is later by 40% than in "typ-case".
[0031] In this way, in the conventional voltage control-
led oscillator (VCO) 105, the deviation of the frequency
characteristic falls within 20% in free-running oscillation.
However, when control voltage Vcnt increases, the de-
viation increases to 55% on the side of the upper limit
(the frequency characteristic shown by symbol Y101')
and to 40% on the side of the lower limit (the frequency
characteristic shown by symbol Y101''). This is because
many current mirror circuits are used in voltage control-
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led oscillator (VCO) 105. The deviation of the oscillation
frequency becomes large due to the channel length
modulation effect. In recent LSI, the channel length
modulation effect becomes more conspicuous, because
the size of the transistor becomes small.
[0032] The channel length modulation effect is an ef-
fect that the drain current becomes large in accordance
with the increase of the drain voltage in the saturation
region. This effect changes the drain current in accord-
ance with the change of the drain voltage, resulting in
the change of the oscillation frequency.
[0033] Next, the structure of a PLL (phase-Locked
loop) circuit using conventional voltage controlled oscil-
lator (VCO) 105 will be described with reference to Fig.
2 showing the structure of the PLL circuit using conven-
tional voltage controlled oscillator (VCO).
[0034] The PLL circuit comprises a phase frequency
comparator (PFD) 101, a charge pump 102, a loop filter
103, an offset circuit (OFST) 104, voltage controlled os-
cillator (VCO) 105 and a frequency divider 106.
[0035] The phase frequency comparator (PFD) 101
compares input signal Fref and feedback signal Ffb from
frequency divider 106 in phase and frequency, and gen-
erates an increment signal UP and a decrement signal
DOWN to show an error between these signals. For ex-
ample, it is supposed that a clock signal from an oscil-
lator (not shown) is used as input signal Fref. The incre-
ment signal UP generated by phase frequency compa-
rator (PFD) 101 has a frequency decrease quantity of
feedback signal Ffb to input signal Fref and a pulse width
equivalent to phase delay. Also, decrement signal
DOWN has a frequency increase quantity of feedback
signal Ffb to input signal Fref and a pulse width equiva-
lent to the phase progress. The increment signal UP and
the decrement signal DOWN generated by phase fre-
quency comparator (PFD) 101 are supplied to charge
pump 102.
[0036] The charge pump 102 is a charge pump with
a single output, and generates a current pulse in accord-
ance with each of the pulse widths of increment signal
UP and decrement signal DOWN and supplies to loop
filter 103. In response to the current pulse supplied from
charge pump 102, loop filter 103 charges a capacitor
(not shown) and discharges the charge therefrom and
generates voltage Vcnt in accordance with the above-
mentioned current pulse. The voltage Vcnt generated by
this loop filter 103 is supplied to voltage controlled os-
cillator (VCO) 105.
[0037] The offset circuit (OFST) 104 generates and
supplies constant voltage Vcn1 to bias generator (BG)
108.
[0038] The constant voltage Vcn1 is supplied from off-
set circuit (OFST) 104 to the bias generator (BG) 108,
and voltage Vcnt is supplied from loop filter 103. The volt-
age controlled oscillator (VCO) 105 generates output
signal FVCO to oscillate at a frequency determined in ac-
cordance with constant voltage Vcn1 supplied from offset
circuit (OFST) 104 and voltage Vcnt supplied from loop

filter 103. This oscillation frequency is indirectly deter-
mined based on the addition of current Icn1 determined
in accordance with constant voltage Vcn1 and current
Icnt determined in accordance with voltage Vcnt. In the
lock state, voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 105 oscil-
lates at the frequency of M (M is a real number) times
of the frequency of input signal Fref·
[0039] The output signal FVCO generated by voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) 105 is sent out outside as the
output signal of the PLL circuit and is supplied to fre-
quency divider 106. The frequency divider 106 divides
in frequency the output signal FVCO to 1/N and supplies
to phase frequency comparator (PFD) 101.
[0040] Next, the operation of the PLL circuit using
conventional voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 105 will
be described.
[0041] It is supposed that the phase of feedback sig-
nal Ffb fed back from frequency divider 106 to phase
frequency comparator (PFD) 101 is now late from the
phase of input signal Fref. In this case, phase frequency
comparator (PFD) 101 generates increment signal UP
which has a frequency decrease quantity and a pulse
width equivalent to the phase delay and supplies to
charge pump 102. The charge pump 102 flows current
determined in accordance with increment signal UP to
charge the capacitor (not shown) in loop filter 103. By
this, voltage Vcnt generated by loop filter 103 becomes
high. As a result, the oscillation frequency of output sig-
nal FVCO outputted from voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) 105 rises and the phase of output signal FVCO
progresses and approaches the phase of input signal
Fref·
[0042] On the other hand, when the phase of feed-
back signal Ffb is progressive from the phase of input
signal Fref, phase frequency comparator (PFD) 101 gen-
erates decrement signal DOWN which has a frequency
increase quantity and a pulse width equivalent to the
phase progress and supplies to charge pump 102. The
charge pump 102 discharges the charge from thecapac-
itor (not shown) in loop filter 103 by dragging current
determined in accordance with decrement signal
DOWN. By this, voltage Vcnt outputted from loop filter
103 becomes low. As a result, the oscillation frequency
of output signal FVCO outputted from voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) 105 decreases and the phase of output
signal FVCO is delayed and approaches the phase of in-
put signal Fref.
[0043] In this way, in the PLL circuit using convention-
al voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 105, output signal
FVCO and input signal Fref are always compared in fre-
quency and phase, and feedback control is carried out
to correct the phase delay or phase progress of output
signal FVCO if the phase delay or phase progress be-
tween output signal FVCO and input signal Fref exists.
Then, if the phase delay or phase progress falls within
a predetermined range, phase frequency comparator
(PFD) 101 generates increment signal UP and decre-
ment signal DOWN which have an identical short pulse
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width. The quantity of the charge charged in and dis-
charged from the capacitor in loop filter 103 becomes
equal to balance, and the PLL circuit enters the lock
state. In this lock state, the phase of output signal FVCO
is coincident with the phase of input signal Fref. Howev-
er, in the PLL circuit using the conventional voltage con-
trolled oscillator (VCO) 105, when a noise component
is contained in voltage Vcnt outputted from loop filter 3,
because an offset frequency is given the PLL circuit, the
change of the desired oscillation frequency can be sup-
pressed to be small, compared with the PLL circuit in
which no offset frequency is given. However, because
many current mirror circuits are used, the deviation of
the oscillation frquency due to the deviation in manufac-
ture cannot be suppressed to be low.
[0044] A frequency synthesizer circuit as another PLL
circuit using another conventional voltage controlled os-
cillator (VCO) is disclosed in Japanese Laid Open Pat-
ent application (JP-A-Heisei 8-125531), in which the
phase change of an RF modulation signal due to exter-
nal disturbance can be prevented for good modulation
precision. The frequency synthesizer circuit comprises
an offset signal generating circuit which generates an
offset voltage to cancel the frequency change due to an
external disturbance signal based on a disturbance sig-
nal as a cause to change the frequency of a local oscil-
lation signal outputted from a voltage controlled oscilla-
tor. An offset signal adding circuit adds the offset voltage
from the offset signal generating circuit to a tuning volt-
age to supply to the voltage controlled oscillator.
[0045] Also, another PLL circuit is disclosed in Japa-
nese Laid Open Patent Application (JP-A-Heisei
11-177416), wherein the oscillation frequency is not in-
fluenced and the step out of a lock state can be prevent-
ed, irrespective of the deviation of the manufacture
state, even if a voltage signal changes due to power sup-
ply voltage change and temperature change so that con-
trol characteristic is changed. This PLL (the phase-
locked loop) circuit comprises a phase-locked loop cir-
cuit section which generates a DC voltage signal from
an error signal as the result of phase comparison be-
tween an oscillation signal and a reference signal. A
voltage controlled oscillation circuit outputs the oscilla-
tion signal controlled in frequency in response to the
voltage signal level. A manufacture condition detecting
section examines device characteristic change caused
due to the change of the manufacture condition, and out-
puts a corresponding process change signal. A voltage
offset section sets an offset value such that a center val-
ue of the voltage signal is in neighborhood of a level at
the time of the frequency lock in response to the supply
of the process change signal.
[0046] Also, a phase frequency comparator is de-
scribed in detail in "A 622-MHz CMOS phase-Locked
Loop with Precharge-Type Phase Frequency Detector"
(Symposium on VLSI Circuits Digest of Technical Pa-
pers, (1994), pp. 129-130) by Hiromi Notani.
[0047] Many current mirror circuits are contained in

the conventional voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
105. When a transistor with a small size is used as re-
cently,thechange factor due to the channel length mod-
ulation effect becomes large. Therefore, in the conven-
tional voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), the deviation
of the oscillation frequency becomes large, because the
channel length modulation effect is added for the
number of stages of the current mirror circuits.
[0048] As mentioned above, because the deviation of
the oscillation frequency is large, there are the following
problems in the conventional voltage controlled oscilla-
tor (VCO).
[0049] The conventional voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) 105 has a large deviation of the oscillation fre-
quency, because the channel length modulation effect
is added to the deviation in manufacture. Even if the con-
trol voltage Vcnt is increased to power supply voltage
VDD in the frequency characteristic shown by symbol
Y101'' in Fig. 4 when gain is the smallest, there is con-
cern that the oscillation frequency may be smaller than
the desired frequency Fb101. Therefore, to achieve the
desired frequency Fb101 even if there is deviation in
manufacture, the gain of conventional voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) 105 needs to be made large (making
the frequency characteristic steep). In this case, when
the noise component is on the control voltage Vcnt, the
change of the oscillation frequency becomes large.
[0050] Also, considering the oscillation frequency
changes, it is not possible to widen the range of the os-
cillation frequency controllable in a range of the control
voltage Vcnt. That is, conventional voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) 105 cannot secure the controllable fre-
quency range. As shown in Fig. 4, the frequency range
of conventional voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 105
is shown by symbol F100. This frequency range F100
shows a range from the free-running oscillation frequen-
cy Fa102 in the frequency characteristic shown by sym-
bol Y101' to the oscillation frequency when control volt-
age Vcnt is equal to power supply voltage VDD in the fre-
quency characteristic shown by symbol Y101''. The de-
sired oscillation frequency Fb101 is not contained in the
frequency range F100.
[0051] IEICE TRANS. FUNDAMENTALS Vol E83-A,
No 12,pages 2616-2622, discloses a VCO where in a
current source section of each delay stage, transistors
MNCi and MNi are connected in series to a differential
section. The transistors MNCi are controlled by frequen-
cy calibration bits.
[0052] US 5 568 099 discloses another VCO accord-
ing to the preamble of claim 1.

Summary of the Invention

[0053] Therefore, an object of the invention is to pro-
vide a voltage controlled oscillator and a PLL circuit us-
ing it, in which the deviation of an oscillation frequency
can be suppressed.
[0054] Another object of the invention is to provide a
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voltage controlled oscillator and a PLL circuit using it, in
which jitter can be reduced.
[0055] Still another object of the invention is to provide
a voltage controlled oscillator and a PLL circuit using it,
which can take a frequency range more widely.
[0056] The invention solves these objects with the
features of claim 1. Preferred features and embodi-
ments are set out in the dependent sub-claims.
[0057] In another aspect of the invention, a voltage
controlled oscillator for generating an oscillation signal,
includes an offset section for determining an offset fre-
quency based on a predetermined voltage, and a pro-
portion section to control the frequency of the oscillation
signal to be proportional to a predetermined voltage.
The frequency of the oscillation signal is directly deter-
mined based on the predetermined voltage and the con-
trol voltage.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0058]

Fig. 1 is a circuit diagram showing the structure of
a conventional voltage controlled oscillator (VCO);
Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing the structure of a
PLL circuit using the conventional voltage control-
led oscillator (VCO);
Fig. 3 is a diagram showing a relation of an output
signal FVCO and a control voltage Vcnt;
Fig. 4 is a diagram showing a frequency character-
istic of the conventional voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO);
Fig. 5 is a circuit diagram showing the structure of
a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) according to a
first embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 6 is a circuit diagram showing another structure
of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) of the first
embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing the structure of a
PLL circuit using the voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) in the first embodiment;
Fig. 8 is a diagram of the relation of an output signal
FVCO and a control voltage Vcnt;
Fig. 9 is a diagram showing the frequency charac-
teristic of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) in
the first embodiment;
Fig. 10 is a circuit diagram showing the structure of
the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) according to
a second embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 11 is a circuit diagram showing another struc-
ture of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) in the
second embodiment;
Fig. 12 is a block diagram showing the structure of
the PLL circuit using the voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) in the second embodiment;
Fig. 13 is a circuit diagram showing the structure of
the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) according to
a third embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 14 is a circuit diagram showing another struc-
ture of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) in the
third embodiment; and
Fig. 15 is a block diagram showing the structure of
the PLL circuit using the voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) in the third embodiment.

Description of the Preferred Embodiments

[0059] Hereinafter, a voltage controlled oscillator ac-
cording to the invention will be described in detail with
reference to the attached drawings.

(First Embodiment)

[0060] As shown in Fig. 5, the voltage controlled os-
cillator (VCO) 5 according to the first embodiment com-
prises a bias generator (BG) 8, a ring oscillator (RO) 9,
and a level converter (L-C) 7.
[0061] A constant voltage Vcn1 with a predetermined
voltage value and a control voltage Vcnt are supplied to
the bias generator (BG) 8 and the ring oscillator (RO) 9
from an external unit. Also, a power supply voltage VDD
is supplied to the bias generator (BG) 8 and the ring os-
cillator (RO) 9 from the external unit. The output of the
bias generator (BG) 8 is supplied to the ring oscillator
(RO) 9.
[0062] The ring oscillator (RO) 9 comprises N inver-
sion-type differential amplifiers. N is equal to or more
than 2 integers. Each of the N inversion-type differential
amplifiers operates in response to the constant voltage
Vcn1 and the control voltage Vcnt from the external unit.
The operation current of each of the N inversion-type
differential amplifiers is directly determined based on
the addition value of a current Icn1 according to the con-
stant voltage Vcn1 and a current Icnt according to the con-
trol voltage Vcnt. The bias generator (BG) 8 drives the
ring oscillator (RO) 9, e.g., compensates for the opera-
tion current of the ring oscillator (RO), 9 based on the
current value of current Icn1 according to the constant
voltage Vcn1 and current Icnt according to the control
voltage Vcnt. The compensation means promotion of os-
cillation at high speed by flowing current to raise and fall
down an oscillation signal rapidly. By this compensation,
it is possible to improve a high frequency characteristic.
[0063] Also, in ring oscillator (RO) 9, an offset fre-
quency is given based on the constant voltage Vcn1, and
the oscillation frequency is controlled to be proportional
to the control voltage Vcnt. A desired oscillation frequen-
cy is directly determined based on the addition of the
current Icn1 according to the constant voltage Vcn1 and
the current Icnt according to control voltage Vcnt. The ring
oscillator (RO) 9 supplies one of the maximum voltage
VOUT1 showing the maximum peak of the determined
desired oscillation signal and the minimum voltage
VOUT2 showing the minimum peak thereof to the level
converter (L-C) 7 through a first output terminal VOUT1,
and supplies the other to the level converter (L-C) 7
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through a second output terminal OUT2.
[0064] The level converter (L-C) 7 increases the volt-
age difference between the minimum voltage VOUT2 and
the maximum voltage VOUT1 to a voltage level in a range
of 0 V to the power supply voltage and generates an
output signal FVCO. This is sent out to an external unit
as output signal of voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5.
[0065] The oscillation frequency of output signal FVCO
generated by voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 will
be described with reference to Fig. 8.
[0066] As shown in Fig. 8, symbol X1 shows the fre-
quency characteristic as a relation of the output signal
FVCO generated by the voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) and control voltage Vcnt. When the oscillation fre-
quency of output signal FVCO becomes larger than the
threshold voltage Va1 of the transistor to be described
later which inputs the control voltage Vcnt contained in
the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5, symbol X1
shows linearity in which the oscillation frequency of out-
put signal FVCO becomes larger than 0 Hz. The voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 determines the oscillation
frequency to be proportional to control voltage Vcnt in
the range from threshold voltage Va1 (e.g., 0.5 (V)) to
power supply voltage VDD and determines the desired
oscillation frequency FVCO'. At this time, it is supposed
that the voltage to get the output signal FVCO of the de-
sired oscillation frequency Fb1 is Vb1 (Va1 < Vb1 < VDD).
[0067] However, when voltage Vb1 receives the inter-
ference of a noise component from outside and chang-
es, the desired oscillation frequency Fb1 changes large-
ly according to the inclination of the frequency response
(increase of jitter), because the inclination of the fre-
quency characteristic shown by symbol X1 is steep. To
suppress the large change of the oscillation frequency
Fb1, an offset frequency is given to ring oscillator (RO)
9 by adding the current corresponding to the constant
voltage Vcn1. Thus, frequency Fa1 larger than 0(Hz) and
smaller than the desired frequency Fb1 is set as refer-
ence frequency (free-running oscillation frequency).
Therefore, voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 can
generate the frequency characteristic shown by symbol
Y1 and having a more gentle inclination than the fre-
quency characteristic shown by symbol X1.
[0068] Next, the structure of bias generator (BG) 8
and ring oscillator (RO) 9 in voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) 5 in the first embodiment when the above-men-
tioned N is an even number equal to or more than 2 will
be described in detail with reference to Fig. 5.
[0069] The bias generator (BG) 8 has a P-channel
MOS (PMOS) transistor 11 and N-channel MOS
(NMOS) transistors 12 and 13. The higher power supply
voltage VDD is connected with the source electrode of
PMOS transistor 11. The drain electrode of PMOS tran-
sistor 11 is connected with the drain electrodes of NMOS
transistors 12 and 13. The constant voltage Vcn1 is sup-
plied to the gate electrode of NMOS transistor 12 from
the external unit. Also, the source electrode of NMOS
transistor 12 is connected with the lower power supply

voltage and generally is grounded. The control voltage
Vcnt is supplied to the gate electrode of NMOS transistor
13 from the external unit. Also, the source electrode of
NMOS transistor 13 is connected with the lower power
supply voltage, and it generally is grounded.
[0070] Next, the structure of ring oscillator (RO) 9 will
be described.
[0071] As shown in Fig. 5, ring oscillator (RO) 9 com-
prises a first inversion-type differential amplifier 9a, a
second inversion-type differential amplifier 9b, a third in-
version-type differential amplifier 9c, and a fourth inver-
sion-type differential amplifier 9d, when N is 4. Each of
the first to fourth inversion-type differential amplifiers 9a
to 9d has PMOS transistors 21, 22, 23 and 24, and
NMOS transistors 25 and 26 in a differential section, and
has an NMOS transistor 27 driven based on the con-
stant voltage Vcn1 and an NMOS transistor 28 driven
based on the control voltage Vcnt in a current source
section connected with the differential section.
[0072] The structure of each of the first to fourth in-
version-type differential amplifiers 9a to 9d will be de-
scribed.
[0073] The higher power supply voltage VDD is con-
nected with the source electrode of PMOS transistors
21, 22, 23 and 24. The gate electrodes of PMOS tran-
sistors 22 and 23 are connected with the drain electrode
and the gate electrode of PMOS transistor 11. PMOS
transistors 22 and 23 constitute a current mirror circuit
to PMOS transistor 11 of bias generator (BG) 8. The
constant voltage Vcn1 is supplied to the gate electrode
of NMOS transistor 27 from the external unit. Also, the
source electrode of NMOS transistor 27 is connected
with the lower power supply voltage and generally is
grounded. The control voltage Vcnt is supplied to the
gate electrode of NMOS transistor 28 from the external
unit. Also, the source electrode of NMOS transistor 28
is connected with the lower power supply voltage and
generally is grounded. The drain electrode of NMOS
transistor 28 is connected with the drain electrode of
NMOS transistor 27, and the source electrodes of
NMOS transistors 25 and 26. The drain electrode of 1
NMOS transistor 25 is connected with the drain elec-
trodes of PMOS transistors 21 and 22, and the gate
electrode of PMOS transistor 21. The drain electrode of
NMOS transistor 26 is connected with the drain elec-
trodes of PMOS transistors 23 and 24, and the gate
electrode of PMOS transistor 24.
[0074] The gate electrode of NMOS transistor 25 of
second inversion-type differential amplifier 9b is con-
nected with the drain electrode of NMOS transistor 25
of first inversion-type differential amplifier 9a. The gate
electrode of NMOS transistor 26 of second inversion-
type differential amplifier 9b is connected with the drain
electrode of NMOS transistor 26 of first inversion-type
differential amplifier 9a. The gate electrode of NMOS
transistor 25 of third inversion-type differential amplifier
9c is connected with the drain electrode of NMOS tran-
sistor 25 of second inversion-type differential amplifier
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9b. The gate electrode of NMOS transistor 26 of third
inversion-type differential amplifier 9c is connected with
the drain electrode of NMOS transistor 26 of second in-
version-type differential amplifier 9b. The gate electrode
of NMOS transistor 25 of fourth inversion-type differen-
tial amplifier 9d is connected with the drain electrode of
NMOS transistor 25 of third inversion-type differential
amplifier 9c. The gate electrode of NMOS transistor 26
of fourth inversion-type differential amplifier 9d is con-
nected with the drain electrode of NMOS transistor 26
of third inversion-type differential amplifier 9c. The gate
electrode of NMOS transistor 25 of first inversion-type
differential amplifier 9a is connected with the drain elec-
trode of NMOS transistor 26 of fourth inversion-type dif-
ferential amplifier 9d. The gate electrode of NMOS tran-
sistor 26 of first inversion-type differential amplifier 9a is
connected with the drain electrode of NMOS transistor
25 of fourth inversion-type differential amplifier 9d. Also,
the drain electrode of NMOS transistor 25 of fourth in-
version-type differential amplifier 9d is connected with
level converter (L-C) 7 through first output terminal
OUT1. The drain electrode of NMOS transistor 26 of
fourth inversion-type differential amplifier 9d is connect-
ed with level converter (L-C) 7 through the second out-
put terminal OUT2.
[0075] Next, the operation of bias generator (BG) 8
and ring oscillator (RO) 9 in the above-mentioned volt-
age controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 will be is described
with reference to Fig. 5. Here, the reference level is bi-
ased to constant voltage Vcn1 supplied to voltage con-
trolled oscillator (VCO) 5. The control level is biased to
control voltage Vcnt.
[0076] First, the operation of the bias generator (BG)
8 will be described. As shown in Fig. 5, the NMOS tran-
sistor 12 flows a drain current ID12 in accordance with
the bias because constant voltage Vcn1 is applied to the
gate electrode of NMOS transistor 12. The control level
is biased to control voltage Vcnt. However, if the control
level is 0 V, the drain current ID13 is 0 (A), because
NMOS transistor 13 is in the off state (the control voltage
does not reach threshold voltage). The drain current
ID11 of PMOS transistor 11 is determined based on a
summation of drain current ID12 and drain current ID13.
However, because drain current ID13 is 0 A, only drain
current ID12 flows.
[0077] PMOS transistor is in the saturated region
when the gate and the drain are connected to the same
node. Therefore, the gate level the PMOS transistor is
determined to flow the drain current ID11. This level is
equal to the gate level each of PMOS transistors 22 and
23 of each of the first to fourth inversion-type differential
amplifiers 109a, 109b, 109c, and 109d in the ring oscil-
lator (RO) 109. PMOS transistors 22 and 23 of each of
the first to fourth inversion-type differential amplifiers
109a, 109b, 109c, and 109d constitute current mirror cir-
cuits with PMOS transistor 11. Therefore, the current is
determined in accordance with the ratio of the gate pa-
rameters of PMOS transistor 11 such as a threshold volt-

age, gate length, thickness of a gate oxidation film in
PMOS transistor 11 and those of each of PMOS tran-
sistors 22 and 23, and flows as the drain current of each
of the PMOS transistors 22 and 23. PMOS transistor 11
compensates for the operation current of ring oscillator
(RO) 9, or drives ring oscillator (RO) 9 based on the ad-
dition value of the current Icn1 corresponding to constant
voltage Vcn1 and current Icnt corresponding to control
voltage Vcnt.
[0078] The drain current ID13 of NMOS transistor 13
flows when the control voltage Vcnt of the control level
rises and reaches a value equal to or higher than the
threshold value of NMOS transistor 13. As the control
voltage Vcnt rises, more drain current ID13 of NMOS
transistor 13 flows. Therefore, drain current ID11 of
PMOS transistor 11 increases, too. In this way, the drain
currents of PMOS transistors 22 and 23 of the current
mirror circuits increase.
[0079] Next, the operation of ring oscillator (RO) 9 will
be described. Here, the operation of the first to fourth
inversion-type differential amplifiers 9a-9d is the same.
Therefore, the operation of first inversion-type differen-
tial amplifier 9a will be described as an example.
[0080] The reference level is biased to the constant
voltage Vcn1. When control voltage Vcnt is at 0 level,
drain current ID27 flows through NMOS transistor 27 but
drain current ID28 does not flow through NMOS transis-
tor 28, because this is turned off. Therefore, the drain
current ID27 of NMOS transistor 27 flows through a
node to which the source electrodes of NMOS transis-
tors 25 and 26 are connected, although the drain elec-
trodes of NMOS transistors 27 and 28 are connected in
common.
[0081] NMOS transistors 25 and 26 of the differential
circuit as a switch operate in accordance with drain cur-
rent ID27 of the above-mentioned NMOS transistor 27.
NMOS transistors 25 and 26 let the drain currents ID25,
ID26flow according to the input signals, i.e., the output
signals from the fourth inversion-type differential ampli-
fier 9d, to supply the PMOS transistors 21 and 24 as
active loads. When NMOS transistor 25 is turned on and
NMOS transistor 26 is turned off, the current flows
through NMOS transistor 25 and PMOS transistor 21,
too. At this time, the voltage drop VDS21 is caused be-
tween the drain and source of PMOS transistor 21, and
the output of NMOS transistor 25, i.e., the input to
NMOS transistor 25 of the second inversion-type differ-
ential amplifier 9b becomes low level. Because NMOS
transistor 26 is in the off state, the output of NMOS tran-
sistor 26, i.e., the input to the NMOS transistor 26 of the
second inversion-type differential amplifier 9b becomes
high level. By this, ring oscillator (RO) 9 generates a sig-
nal with an oscillation frequency determined in accord-
ance with the addition of the current Icn1 corresponding
to the constant voltage Vcn1 and the current Icnt corre-
sponding to the control voltage Vcnt. The oscillation fre-
quency amplitude is as small as about 0.7 V.
[0082] PMOS transistors 22 and 23 are connected in
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parallel as active loads and constitute current mirror cir-
cuits with bias generator (BG) 8. There is an effect that
NMOS transistors 25 and 26 let current flow fast by let-
ting the mirror currents flow when the NMOS transistors
25 and 26 are turned on or off. The rising operation and
falling operation are made speedy, resulting in oscilla-
tion at high speed.
[0083] When control voltage Vcnt rises so that NMOS
transistor 28 is turned on to flow drain current ID28, the
circuit current of the first inversion-type differential am-
plifier 9a increases. If the current increases, the drive
ability of the circuit increases. Also, it becomes fast in
the time taken to charge and discharge an output load
such as wiring line capacities and gate capacities of
NMOS transistor 25 and 26 of the second inversion-type
differential amplifier 9b, too. In other words, the delay
time of the first inversion-type differential amplifier 9a
becomes short.
[0084] Next, operation of the ring oscillator (RO) 9 as
the oscillator will be described.
[0085] When NMOS transistor 25 is in the on state
and NMOS transistor 26 is in the off state in the first in-
version-type differential amplifier 9a, the output of
NMOS transistor 25 is on low level and the output of the
NMOS transistor 26 is on high level, as mentioned
above. The low level is supplied from NMOS transistor
25 of the first inversion-type differential amplifier 9a to
NMOS transistor 25 of the second inversion-type differ-
ential amplifier 9b. Also, the high level is supplied from
NMOS transistor 26 of the first inversion-type differential
amplifier 9a to NMOS transistor 26 of the second inver-
sion-type differential amplifier 9b. With the result of this,
NMOS transistor 25 is turned off and NMOS transistor
26 is turned on. The output of NMOS transistor 25 as
the input to NMOS transistor 25 of the third inversion-
type differential amplifier 9c is on high level, and the out-
put of NMOS transistor 26 as the input to NMOS tran-
sistor 26 of the third inversion-type differential amplifier
9c is on low level. The high level is supplied from NMOS
transistor 25 of the second inversion-type differential
amplifier 9b to NMOS transistor 25 of the third inversion-
type differential amplifier 9c. Also, the low level is sup-
plied from NMOS transistor 26 of the second inversion-
type differential amplifier 9b to NMOS transistor 26 of
the third inversion-type differential amplifier 9c.
[0086] As a result of this, NMOS transistor 25 is turned
on and NMOS transistor 26 is turned off. The output of
NMOS transistor 25 as the inputting to NMOS transistor
25 of fourth inversion-type differential amplifier 9d is on
low level, and the output of NMOS transistor 26 as the
input to NMOS transistor 26 of fourth inversion-type dif-
ferential amplifier 9d is on high level. The low level is
supplied from NMOS transistor 25 of third inversion-type
differential amplifier 9c to NMOS transistor 25 of fourth
inversion-type differential amplifier 9d. Also, the high
level is supplied from NMOS transistor 26 of third inver-
sion-type differential amplifier 9c to NMOS transistor 26
of fourth inversion-type differential amplifier 9d.

[0087] As a result, NMOS transistor 25 is turned off
and NMOS transistor 26 is turned on. The output of
NMOS transistor 25 as the input to NMOS transistor 26
of first inversion-type differential amplifier 9a is on high
level and the output of NMOS transistor 26 as the input
to NMOS transistor 25 of first inversion-type differential
amplifier 9a is on low level. The low level is supplied
from NMOS transistor 26 of fourth inversion-type differ-
ential amplifier 9d to NMOS transistor 25 of first inver-
sion-type differential amplifier 9a. Also, the high level is
supplied from NMOS transistor 25 of fourth inversion-
type differential amplifier 9d to NMOS transistor 25 of
first inversion-type differential amplifier 9a. As a result,
NMOS transistor 25 is turned off and NMOS transistor
26 is turned on. The output of NMOS transistor 25 as
the input to NMOS transistor 25 of second inversion-
type differential amplifier 9b is on high level, and the out-
put of NMOS transistor 26 a the input to NMOS transis-
tor 26 of second inversion-type differential amplifier 9b
is on low level.
[0088] First, NMOS transistor 25 of first inversion-type
differential amplifier 9a is in the on state and NMOS tran-
sistor 26 is in the off state. However, when the process
proceeds around the circulation from first inversion-type
differential amplifier 9a to fourth inversion-type differen-
tial amplifier 9d), NMOS transistor 25 is turned off and
NMOS transistor 26 is turned on in the first inversion-
type differential amplifier 9a. That is, the output of fourth
inversion-type differential amplifier 9d at the last stage
is inverted and fed back to first inversion-type differential
amplifier 9a at the first stage. Because this operation
continues, oscillation is carried out. Because the delay
time of each of the first inversion-type differential ampli-
fier 9a to fourth inversion-type differential amplifier 9d
becomes short when the level of control voltage Vcnt ris-
es, as mentioned above, the oscillation frequency be-
comes high.
[0089] Also, when N is an odd number equal to or
more than 3, e.g., N is 3, the drain electrode of NMOS
transistor 25 of third inversion-type differential amplifier
9c is connected with the gate electrode of NMOS tran-
sistor 25 of first inversion-type differential amplifier 9a
and level converter (L-C) 7 through the first output ter-
minal OUT1, as shown in Fig. 6. Also, the drain elec-
trode of NMOS transistor 26 is connected with the gate
electrode of NMOS transistor 26 of first inversion-type
differential amplifier 9a and level converter (L-C) 7
through the second output terminal OUT2. That is, the
output of the third inversion-type differential amplifier 9c
at the last stage is fed back to the first inversion-type
differential amplifier 9a at the first stage.
[0090] In voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 in the
first embodiment, the inclination of the frequency char-
acteristic can be made gentle by giving the above-men-
tioned free-running oscillation frequency Fa1 as an off-
set. Therefore, even when the control voltage Vcnt con-
taining a noise component is supplied, the change of the
above-mentioned oscillation frequency Fb1 can be
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made small, compared with the voltage controlled oscil-
lator which does not have any offset. Here, the frequen-
cy characteristic of voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
5 in the first embodiment will be described with refer-
ence to Fig. 9.
[0091] Symbol Y1 shows the frequency characteristic
of "typ-case". The free-running oscillation frequency Fa1
in this case is about 500 MHz. Also, in case of deviation
on manufacture, the frequency characteristic of "fast-
case" shown by symbol Y1' and the frequency charac-
teristic of "slow-case" shown by symbol Y1'' exist.
[0092] In the frequency characteristic in the "fast-
case" shown by symbol Y1', the free-running oscillation
frequency Fa2 is about 600 MHz. It is supposed that
control voltage Vcnt increases and reaches level Vb1,
which is the voltage to make the output signal FVCO of
the desired oscillation frequency Fb1 of 1000 MHz be
Vb1 (Va1< Vb1< VDD). In this case, the oscillation fre-
quency is about 1000 MHz in the frequency character-
istic in the "typ-case" shown by symbol Y1, and is 1400
MHz in the frequency characteristic in the "fast-case"
shown by symbol Y1'. The value is faster by about 40%
than in "typ-case". The free-running oscillation frequen-
cy Fa3 is about 400 MHz in the frequency characteristic
of "slow-case" shown by symbol Y1''. When the control
voltage Vcnt becomes large and reaches level Vb1, the
free-running oscillation frequency becomes about 1000
MHz in the frequency characteristic of "typ-case" shown
by symbol Y1, and is 600 MHz in the frequency charac-
teristic of "slow-case" shown by symbol Y1'', with the
lateness by about 30% than in "typ-case".
[0093] In this way, in the frequency characteristic of
conventional voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 105
when the control voltage Vcnt becomes large, the devi-
ation becomes large to 55% on the upper limit side (the
frequency characteristic shown by symbol Y101') and to
40% on the lower limit side (the frequency characteristic
shown by symbol Y101''). On the other hand, in the fre-
quency characteristic of voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) 5 of the invention, the deviation is improved by
40% on the upper limit side (the frequency characteristic
shown by symbol Y1') and improved by 30% on the low-
er limit side (the frequency characteristic shown by sym-
bol Y1''). Because the voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) 5 in the first embodiment uses only the current
mirror circuits for a necessary minimum, influence of the
channel length modulation effect does almost not occur
and deviation of the oscillation frequency can be sup-
pressed. Also, jitter can be reduced because the voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 does not have to increase
its gain.
[0094] Also, in the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
5 in the first embodiment, the minimum frequency range
F1 can be secured, even if control voltage Vcnt is not
increased to the power supply voltage VDD in the fre-
quency characteristic shown by symbol Y1'' in Fig. 9.
This frequency range F1 expresses from the free-run-
ning oscillation frequency Fa2 in the frequency charac-

teristic shown by symbol Y1' to the oscillation frequency
in the frequency characteristic shown by symbol Y1''
when the control voltage Vcnt is the power supply volt-
age VDD. The desired oscillation frequency Fb1 is con-
tained in the frequency range F1. Therefore, voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 can set the controllable
range of the oscillation frequency widely based on the
control voltage Vcnt, considering that the oscillation fre-
quency changes.
[0095] Next, the structure of a PLL (Phase-Locked
Loop) circuit using the voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) 5 in the first embodiment will be described with
reference to Fig. 7.
[0096] The PLL circuit is comprised of a phase fre-
quency comparator (PFD) 1, a charge pump 2, a loop
filter 3, an offset circuit (OFST) 4, the voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) 5 and a frequency divider 6.
[0097] The phase frequency comparator (PFD) 1
compares an input signal Fref and a feedback signal Ffb
from frequency divider 6 in phase and frequency, and
generates an increment signal UP and a decrement sig-
nal DOWN to indicate an error between these signals.
For example, a clock signal from an oscillator (not
shown) is used as the input signal Fref. In this case, in-
crement signal UP generated by phase frequency com-
parator (PFD) 1 has a frequency decrease quantity of
feedback signal Ffb from input signal Fref and a pulse
width equivalent to phase delay. Also, the decrement
signal DOWN has a frequency increase quantity of feed-
back signal Ffb from input signal Fref and a pulse width
equivalent to phase progress. The increment signal UP
and decrement signal DOWN generated by phase fre-
quency comparator (PFD) 1 are supplied to charge
pump 2.
[0098] The charge pump 2 has a single output, and
generates a current pulse in accordance with the pulse
width of each of the increment signal UP and decrement
signal DOWN for supply to the loop filter 3. The loop
filter 3 charges a capacitor (not shown) in response to
the current pulse supplied from charge pump 2 and
discharges the charge from the capacitor (not shown),
and generates control voltage Vcnt in accordance with
the above-mentioned current pulse. The control voltage
Vcnt generated by loop filter 3 is supplied to voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) 5.
[0099] The offset circuit (OFST) 4 as a bias circuit
generates and supplies constant voltage Vcn1 to bias
generator (BG) 8 and ring oscillator (RO) 9 in voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) 5. The constant voltage Vcn1
is supplied from offset circuit (OFST) 4 to bias generator
(BG) 8 and ring oscillator (RO) 9 in voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) 5. The control voltage Vcnt is supplied
from loop filter 3. The voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
5 adds current Icn1 determined based on constant volt-
age Vcn1 supplied from offset circuit (OFST) 4 and cur-
rent Icnt determined based on control voltage Vcnt sup-
plied from loop filter 3, and generates output signal FVCO
based on the addition result to oscillate at the frequency
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determined. The oscillation frequency is directly deter-
mined based on the addition result of current Icn1 deter-
mined based on constant voltage Vcn1 and current Icnt
determined based on control voltage Vcnt. In the lock
state, voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 oscillates at
the frequency of M (M is a real number) times of the
frequency of input signal Fref.
[0100] The output signal FVCO generated by voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 is sent outside as the out-
put signal of the PLL circuit from level converter (L-C) 7
and is supplied to 1 frequency divider 6, which divides
the output signal FVCO to 1/N in frequency and supplies
it to phase frequency comparator (PFD) 1.
[0101] Next, the operation of the PLL circuit using the
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 in the first embod-
iment will be described. It is now supposed that feed-
back signal Ffb fed back from frequency divider 6 to
phase frequency comparator (PFD) 1 is delayed from
input signal Fref in phase.
[0102] In this case, phase frequency comparator
(PFD) 1 generates increment signal UP which has a fre-
quency decrease quantity and a pulse width equivalent
to phase delay and supplies it to charge pump 2. The
charge pump 2 charges the capacitor (not shown) in
loop filter 3 with a current determined in accordance with
increment signal UP. By this, the control voltage Vcnt
generated by loop filter 3 becomes high. As a result, the
oscillation frequency of output signal FVCO outputted
from voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 rises, and the
phase of output signal FVCO progresses and approach-
es the phase of input signal Fref.
[0103] On the other hand, when the phase of feed-
back signal Ffb is more progressive than the phase of
the input signal Fref, phase frequency comparator (PFD)
1 generates decrement signal DOWN which has a fre-
quency increase quantity and a pulse width equivalent
to phase progress, and supplies it to charge pump 2,
which discharges the charges from the capacitor (not
shown) in loop filter 3 by dragging current determined
in accordance with decrement signal DOWN. By this,
control voltage Vcnt outputted from loop filter 3 becomes
low. As a result, the oscillation frequency of output signal
FVCO outputted from voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
5 is lowered and the phase of the output signal FVCO is
delayed and approaches the phase of input signal Fref·
[0104] In this way, in the PLL circuit using voltage con-
trolled oscillator (VCO) 5 in the first embodiment, phase
and frequency of the output signal FVCO, and those of
input signal Fref are always compared, and feedback
control is carried out to correct them if phase delay or
phase progress of the output signal FVCO are present in
input signal Fref. Thus, if the phase delay or phase
progress are settled in a predetermined range, phase
frequency comparator (PFD) 1 generates increment sig-
nal UP and decrement signal DOWN which have an
identical short pulse width. The quantities of the charge
charged and discharged in and from the capacitor (not
shown) in loop filter 3 become equal and there is bal-

ance. In this way, the PLL circuit enters the lock state,
wherein the phase of output signal FVCO is coincident
with the phase of input signal Fref. In the PLL circuit us-
ing voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 in the first em-
bodiment, also, an offset frequency is set. Therefore,
when a noise component is contained in control voltage
Vcnt outputted from loop filter 3, the change of the de-
sired oscillation frequency can be rendered small, com-
pared with the circuit in which an offset frequency is not
given. As only the necessary minimum of current mirror
circuits is used, almost no influence of the channel
length modulation effect is caused, and deviation of the
oscillation frequency due to deviation in manufacture
can be suppressed to be low.
[0105] As described above, according to the voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 in the first embodiment, be-
cause only the necessary minimumof current mirror cir-
cuits is used, almost no influence of the channel length
modulation effect is caused and deviation of the oscilla-
tion frequency can be suppressed.
[0106] Also, according to the voltage controlled oscil-
lator (VCO) 5 in the first embodiment, jitter can be re-
duced, because it is not necessary to increase the gain
of voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5.
[0107] Also, according to voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) 5 in the first embodiment, the oscillation frequen-
cy range can be set wide, wherein control is possible
based on the control voltage Vcnt, considering the
changes of the oscillation frequency.

(Second Embodiment)

[0108] Next, the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) in
the second embodiment will be described with reference
to Fig. 10. This voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 55
comprises a bias generator (BG) 58, a ring oscillator
(RO) 9, and a level converter (L-C) 7. That is, in voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) 55 in the second embodi-
ment, bias generator (BG) 58 is provided in place of bias
generator (BG) 8. In the voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) 55 in the second embodiment, the same refer-
ences or signals are allocated to the same components
in the first embodiment. Also, the operation of the volt-
age controlled oscillator (VCO) 55 is same as the volt-
age controlled oscillator (VCO) 5. Thus, detailed de-
scription may be omitted.
[0109] In the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 in
the first embodiment, bias generator (BG) 8 compen-
sates for the operation current of ring oscillator (RO) 9
based on the addition result of current Icn1 determined
in accordance with constant voltage Vcn1 and current
Icnt determined in accordance with control voltage Vcnt.
However, in voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 55, bias
generator (BG) 58 can compensate for the operation
current of ring oscillator (RO) 9 based on only current
Icn1 determined in accordance with constant voltage
Vcn1. By this, in the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
55, the number of transistors can be reduced more than
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in the first embodiment, in addition to the effect of the
first embodiment. Therefore, the influence of deviation
in manufacture can be reduced.
[0110] In this case, bias generator (BG) 58 has only
PMOS transistor 11, and NMOS transistor 12. That is,
in the bias generator (BG) 58, NMOS transistor 13 is
removed from bias generator (BG) 8 of the first embod-
iment. Also, as shown in Fig. 10, when N is an even
number equal to or more than 2, e.g., N is 4, the output
of the fourth inversion-type differential amplifier 9d at the
last stage is fed back to the first inversion-type differen-
tial amplifier 9a at the first stage. As shown in Fig. 11,
when N is an odd number equal to or more than 3, e.g.,
N is 3, the output of the third inversion-type differential
amplifier 9c at the last stage is fed back to the first in-
version-type differential amplifier at the first stage.
[0111] It is desirable that constant voltage Vcn1 sup-
plied to voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 55 is higher
than constant voltage Vcn1 supplied to voltage control-
led oscillator (VCO) 5, to improve the ability by which
bias generator (BG) 58 compensates for the operation
current of ring oscillator (RO) 9.
[0112] Also, as shown in Fig. 12, the PLL circuit
shown in Fig. 7 can use voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) 55 in place of voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
5.
[0113] In the PLL circuit using voltage controlled os-
cillator (VCO) 55, the same reference numerals and sig-
nals are allocated to the same components of the first
embodiment. Also, the operation of the PLL circuit using
the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 55 is same as
that of the PLL circuit using the voltage controlled oscil-
lator (VCO) 5.
[0114] As described above, according to voltage con-
trolled oscillator (VCO) 55, the influence of deviation in
manufacture can be reduced, because the number of
transistors in the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 is
decreased, in addition to the effect of the first embodi-
ment.

(Third Embodiment)

[0115] Next, the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) of
the third embodiment will be described reference to Fig.
13. The voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 75 in the
third embodiment comprises the ring oscillator (RO) 79,
and the level converter (L-C) 7. In the voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) 75, the same reference numerals or
signals are allocated to the same components of the first
embodiment. Also, because the operation of the voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) 75 in the third embodiment
is same as the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5, de-
tailed description may be omitted.
[0116] In the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5, the
bias generator (BG) 8 compensates for the operation
current of the ring oscillator (RO) 9 based on the addition
result of current Icn1 determined in accordance with con-
stant voltage Vcn1 and current Icnt determined in accord-

ance with control voltage Vcnt. However, in the voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) 75 of the third embodiment,
the bias generator (BG) 8 is not needed. The circuit
structure can be made simple by replacing the PMOS
transistor as the active element of the ring oscillator
(RO) 9 in the first or second embodiments by a resist-
ance device.
[0117] By this, in the voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) 75 in the third embodiment, deviation of the os-
cillation frequency can be suppressed more, as the cur-
rent mirror circuit is not used, in addition to the effect of
the first embodiment.
[0118] Next, the structure of the ring oscillator (RO)
79 will be described. As shown in Fig. 13, the ring oscil-
lator (RO) 79 comprises a first inversion-type differential
amplifier 79a, a second inversion-type differential am-
plifier 79b, a third inversion-type differential amplifier
79c, and a fourth inversion-type differential amplifier
79d, when N is 4. Each of the first to fourth inversion-
type differential amplifiers 79a to 79d operates based
on constant voltage Vcn1 from the external unit and con-
trol voltage Vcnt from the external unit. The differential
section comprises resistance devices 81 and 82, and
NMOS transistors 25 and 26. The current source con-
nected with the differential section comprises an NMOS
transistor 27 driven by constant voltage Vcn1, and an
NMOS transistor 28 driven by control voltage Vcnt. The
operation current of each of the first inversion-type dif-
ferential amplifier 79a to the fourth inversion-type differ-
ential amplifier 79d is directly determined based on the
addition of current Icn1 determined in accordance with
constant voltage Vcn1 and current Icnt determined in ac-
cordance with control voltage Vcnt.
[0119] The structure of each of the first inversion-type
differential amplifier 79a to the fourth inversion-type dif-
ferential amplifier 79d will be described. The higher pow-
er supply voltage is connected with one of the terminals
of each of the resistance devices 81 and 82, and the
power supply voltage VDD is supplied. The constant volt-
age Vcn1 is supplied to the gate electrode of NMOS tran-
sistor 27 from the external unit. Also, the source elec-
trode of NMOS transistor 27 is connected with the lower
power supply voltage, and generally is grounded. The
control voltage Vcnt is supplied to the gate electrode of
NMOS transistor 28 from the external unit. Also, the
source electrode of NMOS transistor 28 is connected
with the lower power supply voltage, and generally is
grounded. The drain electrode of NMOS transistor 28 is
connected with the drain electrode of NMOS transistor
27, and the source electrodes of NMOS transistors 25
and 26. The drain electrode of NMOS transistor 25 is
connected with the other terminal of resistance device
81. The drain electrode of NMOS transistor 26 is con-
nected with the other terminal of the resistance device
82.
[0120] The gate electrode of NMOS transistor 25 of
the second inversion-type differential amplifier 79b is
connected with the drain electrode of NMOS transistor
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25 of first inversion-type differential amplifier 79a. The
gate electrode of NMOS transistor 26 of second inver-
sion-type differential amplifier 79b is connected with the
drain electrode of NMOS transistor 26 of first inversion-
type differential amplifier 79a. The gate electrode of
NMOS transistor 25 of third inversion-type differential
amplifier 79c is connected with the drain electrode of
NMOS transistor 25 of second inversion-type differential
amplifier 79b. The gate electrode of NMOS transistor 26
of third inversion-type differential amplifier 79c is con-
nected with the drain electrode of NMOS transistor 26
of second inversion-type differential amplifier 79b. The
gate electrode of NMOS transistor 25 of fourth inver-
sion-type differential amplifier 79d is connected with the
drain electrode of NMOS transistor 25 of third inversion-
type differential amplifier 79c. The gate electrode of
NMOS transistor 26 of fourth inversion-type differential
amplifier 79d is connected with the drain electrode of
NMOS transistor 26 of third inversion-type differential
amplifier 79c. The gate electrode of NMOS transistor 25
of first inversion-type differential amplifier 79a is con-
nected with the drain electrode of NMOS transistor 26
of fourth inversion-type differential amplifier 79d. The
gate electrode of NMOS transistor 26 of first inversion-
type differential amplifier 79a is connected with the drain
electrode of NMOS transistor 25 of fourth inversion-type
differential amplifier 79d. Also, the drain electrode of
NMOS transistor 25 of fourth inversion-type differential
amplifier 79d is connected with level converter (L-C) 7
through first output terminal OUT1. The drain electrode
of NMOS transistor 26 of fourth inversion-type differen-
tial amplifier 79d is connected with level converter (L-C)
7 through the second output terminal OUT2.
[0121] In this way, the output of fourth inversion-type
differential amplifier 79d at the last stage is fed back to
first inversion-type differential amplifier 79a at the first
stage. Also, as shown in Fig. 14, when N is an odd
number equal to or more than 3, e.g., N is 3, the output
of third inversion-type differential amplifier 79c at the last
stage is fed back to first inversion-type differential am-
plifier 79a.
[0122] With this, the voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) 75 can suppress deviation of the oscillation fre-
quency more, because no current mirror circuit is used,
in addition to the effects of the first and second embod-
iments.
[0123] Also, as shown in Fig. 15, in the third embodi-
ment, the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 75 is used
in place of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 5 in
the first embodiment. In the PLL circuit using voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) 75, the same reference nu-
merals or signals are allocated to the same components
in the first embodiment. Also, the operation of the PLL
circuit using the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 75
is same as that of the PLL circuit using the voltage con-
trolled oscillator (VCO) 5.
[0124] As described above, according to the voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) 75, deviation of the oscilla-

tion frequency can be suppressed more in addition to
the effects of the first and second embodiments, be-
cause no more current mirror circuits than necessary
minimum are used.
[0125] The voltage controlled oscillator of the inven-
tion can suppress deviation of the oscillation frequency.

Claims

1. A voltage controlled oscillator comprising:

an integer number N, equal to or more than 2,
of inversion-type differential amplifiers (9a to
9d; 79a to 79d) connected in a loop such that
each of output signals outputted from one of
said N inversion-type differential amplifiers has
an opposite polarity to a corresponding one of
output signals outputted from the next one of
said N inversion-type differential amplifiers;
and
a level converter (7) connected to one of said
N inversion-type differential amplifiers as a last
inversion-type differential amplifier to generate
an oscillation signal from the output signals
outputted from said last inversion-type differen-
tial amplifier,
characterized in that each of said N inversion-
type differential amplifiers comprises:

a differential section (21-26; 81 to 82) con-
nected to a higher power supply voltage
and including a pair of differential operation
transistors to operate a differential amplify-
ing operation;
a first current source transistor (27) con-
nected between said differential section
and a lower power supply voltage and hav-
ing a gate supplied with a predetermined
voltage; and
a second current source transistor (28)
connected between said differential sec-
tion and said lower power supply voltage
in parallel to said first current source tran-
sistor and having a gate supplied with a
control voltage,

such that each of the N inversion-type differen-
tial amplifiers operates in response to a prede-
termined voltage and a control voltage.

2. The voltage controlled oscillator according to claim
1, wherein operation current of each of said N in-
version-type differential amplifiers is determined
based on said predetermined voltage and said con-
trol voltage.

3. The voltage controlled oscillator according to claim
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2, wherein said operation current of each of said N
inversion-type differential amplifiers is directly de-
termined based on a summation of a current deter-
mined based on said predetermined voltage and a
current determined based on said control voltage.

4. The voltage controlled oscillator according to any of
claims 1 to 3, wherein an offset of a frequency of
said oscillation signal is set based on said prede-
termined voltage.

5. The voltage controlled oscillator according to any of
claims 1 to 4, wherein a frequency of said oscillation
signal is determined based on said control voltage
in a predetermined voltage range.

6. The voltage controlled oscillator according to claim
5, wherein said frequency of said oscillation signal
is proportional to said control voltage in said prede-
termined voltage range.

7. The voltage controlled oscillator according to any of
claims 1 to 6, further comprising:

a bias generator (8, 58) which improves current
drive ability of said N inversion-type differential
amplifiers.

8. The voltage controlled oscillator according to claim
1, further comprising:

a bias generator (8) which controls the differen-
tial amplifying operation of each of said N inver-
sion-type differential amplifiers based on said
predetermined voltage.

9. The voltage controlled oscillator according to claim
8, wherein said bias generator comprises:

a first drive transistor (12) connected to said
lower power supply voltage and having a gate
electrode supplied with said predetermined
voltage; and
a specific transistor (11) connected between
said higher power supply voltage and said first
drive transistor, and having a gate thereof con-
nected with a drain electrode thereof to be driv-
en by said first drive transistor such that said
specific transistor controls the differential am-
plifying operation of each of said N inversion-
type differential amplifiers.

10. The voltage controlled oscillator according to claim
9, wherein said bias generator further comprises:

a second drive transistor (13) connected be-
tween said lower power supply voltage and said
specific transistor in parallel to said first drive

transistor and having a gate electrode supplied
with said control voltage, and
wherein said specific transistor is driven by said
second drive transistor in addition to said first
drive transistor such that said specific transistor
controls the differential amplifying operation of
each of said N inversion-type differential ampli-
fiers.

11. The voltage controlled oscillator according to claim
9 or 10, wherein said differential section of each of
said N inversion-type differential amplifiers com-
prises:

a pair of first and second load transistors (21
and 22, 23 and 24) provided for a correspond-
ing one of said differential operation transistors,
wherein said first load transistor is connected
between said higher power supply voltage and
said corresponding differential operation tran-
sistor and has a gate connected to a drain
thereof, and said second load transistor is con-
nected between said higher power supply volt-
age and said corresponding differential opera-
tion transistor and has a gate connected to said
drain of said specific transistor.

12. The voltage controlled oscillator according to claim
11, wherein said specific transistor and said second
load transistor constitute a current mirror circuit.

13. The voltage controlled oscillator according to claim
1, wherein said differential section of each of said
N inversion-type differential amplifiers comprises:

a resistance (81, 82) provided for a correspond-
ing one of said differential operation transistors,
and connected between said higher power sup-
ply voltage and said corresponding differential
operation transistor.

14. A phase locked loop (PLL) circuit comprising:

a phase frequency comparator (1) which com-
pares a reference signal and a feedback signal
and generates a difference signal based on the
comparison result;
a control voltage generating section (2, 3)
which generates said control voltage in re-
sponse to said difference signal;
said voltage controlled oscillator (5, 55, 75) ac-
cording to any of claims 1 to 13; and
a frequency divider (6) which performs frequen-
cy division to said oscillation signal outputted
from said voltage controlled oscillator to pro-
duce said feedback signal.
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Patentansprüche

1. Spannungsgesteuerter Oszillator umfassend:

eine ganze Zahl N (N gleich oder größer als 2)
Differentialverstärker (9a bis 9d; 79a bis 79d)
des Inversionstyps, die in einer Schlaufe so ge-
schaltet sind, daß jedes Ausgangssignal, das
von einem der N Inversionstyp-Differentialver-
stärker ausgegeben ist, eine entgegengesetzte
Polarität zu einem entsprechenden Ausgangsi-
gnal aufweist, das von dem nächsten der N In-
versionstyp-Differentialverstärker ausgegeben
wird; und

einen Pegelkonverter (7), der mit einem der N
Inversionstyp-Differentialverstärker als letzter
Inversionstyp-Differentialverstärker verbunden
ist, um von den vom letzten inversionstyp-Dif-
ferentialverstärker ausgegebenen Ausgangs-
signalen ein Oszillationssignal zu erzeugen,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß
jeder der N Inversionstyp-Differentialverstärker um-
faßt:

einen Differentialabschnitt (21-26; 81-82), der
mit einer höheren Versorgungsspannung ver-
bunden ist und ein Paar Differentialbetriebs-
transistoren einschließt, um einen Differential-
verstärkungsbetrieb durchzuführen;

einen ersten Stromquellentransistor (27), der
zwischen dem Differentialabschnitt und einer
niedrigeren Energieversorgungsspannung ge-
schaltet ist und ein Gate aufweist, das mit einer
vorbestimmten Spannung versorgt wird; und

einen zweiten Stromquellentransistor (28), der
zwischen dem Differentialabschnitt und der
niedrigeren Energieversorgungsspannung
parallel mit dem ersten Stromquellentransistor
geschaltet ist und ein Gate aufweist, das mit ei-
ner Steuerspannung versorgt wird,

derart, daß jeder der N Inversionstyp-Differen-
tialverstärker in Reaktion auf eine vorbestimm-
te Spannung und eine Steuerspannung arbei-
tet.

2. Spannungsgesteuerter Oszillator nach Anspruch 1,
wobei der Betriebsstrom jeder der N Inversionstyp-
Differentialverstärker basierend auf einer vorbe-
stimmten Spannung und der Steuerspannung be-
stimmt wird.

3. Spannungsgesteuerter Oszillator nach Anspruch 2,
wobei der Betriebsstrom jedes der N Inversionstyp-

Differentialverstärker basierend auf der Addition ei-
nes Stromes direkt bestimmt wird, der basierend
auf der vorbestimmten Spannung und einem basie-
rend auf der Steuerspannung bestimmten Strom
bestimmt wird.

4. Spannungsgesteuerter Oszillator nach einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei ein Absatz einer Frequenz
des Oszillationssignals basierend auf der vorbe-
stimmten Spannung gesetzt wird.

5. Spannungsgesteuerter Oszillator nach einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei die Frequenz des Oszil-
lationssignals basierend auf der Steuerspannung in
einem vorbestimmten Spannungsbereich bestimmt
wird.

6. Spannungsgesteuerter Oszillator nach Anspruch 5,
wobei die Frequenz des Oszillationssignals propor-
tional der Steuerspannung in dem vorbestimmten
Spannungsbereich ist.

7. Spannungsgesteuerter Oszillator nach einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 6, weiter umfassend:

einen Vorspannungsgenerator (8, 58), der die
Stromantriebsfähigkeit der N Inversionstyp-Dif-
ferentialverstärker verbessert.

8. Spannungsgesteuerter Oszillator nach Anspruch 1,
weiter umfassend:

einen Vorspannungsgenerator (8), der den Dif-
ferentialverstärkungsbetrieb jedes der N Inver-
sionstyp-Differentialverstärker basierend auf
der vorbestimmten Spannung steuert.

9. Spannungsgesteuerter Oszillator nach Anspruch 8,
wobei der Vorspannungsgenerator umfaßt:

einen ersten Treibertransistor (12), der mit der
niedrigeren Energieversorgungsspannung ge-
schaltet ist und eine Gate-Elektrode aufweist,
die mit der vorbestimmten Spannung versorgt
wird; und

einen spezifischen Transistor (11), der zwi-
schen der höheren Energieversorgungssnan-
nung und dem ersten Antriebstransistor ge-
schaltet ist und ein Gate aufweist, das mit einer
Drain-Elektrode davon zum Antreiben durch
den ersten Treibertransistor so geschaltet ist,
daß der spezifische Transistor den Differential-
verstärkungsbetrieb jedes der N Inversionstyp-
Differentialverstärker steuert.

10. Spannungsgesteuerter Oszillator nach Anspruch 9,
wobei der Vorspannungsgenerator weiter umfaßt:
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einen zweiten Treibertransistor (13), der zwi-
schen der niedrigeren Energieversorgungs-
spannung und dem spezifischen Transistor
parallel mit dem ersten Treibertransistor ge-
schaltet ist und eine Gate-Elektrode aufweist,
die mit der Steuerspannung versorgt wird, und

wobei der spezifische Transistor durch den
zweiten Treibertransistor zusätzlich zu dem er-
sten Treibertransistor so getrieben wird, daß
der spezifische Transistor den Differentialver-
stärkungsbetrieb jedes der N Inversionstyp-Dif-
ferentialverstärker steuert.

11. Spannungsgesteuerter Oszillator nach Anspruch 9
oder 10, wobei der Differentialabschnitt jedes der N
Inversionstyp-Differentialverstärker umfaßt:

ein Paar erster und zweiter Lasttransistoren (21
und 22, 23 und 24), die für einen entsprechen-
den der Differentialbetriebstransistoren vorge-
sehen sind, wobei der erste Lasttransistor zwi-
schen der höheren Energieversorgungsspan-
nung und dem entsprechenden Differentialbe-
triebstransistor geschaltet ist und ein Gate auf-
weist, das mit einem Drain davon geschaltet ist,
und der zweite Lasttransistor zwischen der hö-
heren Energiezufuhrspannung und dem ent-
sprechenden Differentialbetriebstransistor ge-
schaltet ist und ein Gate aufweist, das mit dem
Drain des spezifischen Transistors geschaltet
ist.

12. Spannungsgesteuerter Oszillator nach Anspruch
11, wobei der spezifische Transistor und der zweite
Lasttransistor einen Stromspiegelschaltkreis bil-
den.

13. Spannungsgesteuerter Oszillator nach Anspruch 1,
wobei der Differentialabschnitt jedes der N Inversi-
onstyp-Differentialverstärker umfaßt:

einen Widerstand (81, 82), vorgesehen für ei-
nen entsprechenden der Differentialbetriebs-
transistoren und geschaltet zwischen der höhe-
ren Energieversorgungsspannung und dem
entsprechenden Differentialbetriebstransistor.

14. Eine phasenverriegelte Schleifen(PLL)-Schaltung
umfassend:

einen Phasenfrequenzkomparator (1), der ein
Referenzsignal und ein Feedbacksignal ver-
gleicht und, basierend auf dem Vergleichser-
gebnis, ein Differenzsignal erzeugt;

einen Steuerspannungserzeugungsabschnitt
(2, 3), der die Steuerspannung in Reaktion auf

das Differenzsignal erzeugt;

den spannungsgesteuerten Oszillator (5, 55,
75) gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 13; und

einen Frequenzteiler (6), der eine Frequenztei-
lung an dem Oszillationssignal, das von dem
spannungsgesteuerten Oszillator ausgegeben
wird, durchführt, um das Feedbacksignal zu er-
zeugen.

Revendications

1. Oscillateur commandé en tension comportant :

un nombre entier N, égal ou supérieur à 2,
d'amplificateurs différentiels de type à inver-
sion (9a à 9d ; 79a à 79d) reliés dans une bou-
cle de sorte que chacun des signaux de sortie
délivrés en sortie par l'un desdits N amplifica-
teurs différentiels de type à inversion a une po-
larité opposée à un signal correspondant parmi
des signaux de sortie délivrés en sortie par
l'amplificateur suivant parmi lesdits N amplifi-
cateurs différentiels de type à inversion, et
un convertisseur de niveau (7) relié à l'un des-
dits N amplificateurs différentiels de type à in-
version en tant que dernier amplificateur diffé-
rentiel de type à inversion pour générer un si-
gnal d'oscillation à partir des signaux de sortie
délivrés en sortie par ledit dernier amplificateur
différentiel de type à inversion,

caractérisé en ce que chacun desdits N am-
plificateurs différentiels de type à inversion
comporte :

une section différentielle (21-26 ; 81 à 82) reliée
à une tension d'alimentation en énergie supé-
rieure et incluant une paire de transistors d'opé-
ration différentielle pour effectuer une opéra-
tion d'amplification différentielle,
un premier transistor de source de courant (27)
relié entre ladite section différentielle et une
tension d'alimentation en énergie inférieure et
ayant une grille alimentée par une tension pré-
déterminée, et
un second transistor de source de courant (28)
relié entre ladite section différentielle et ladite
tension d'alimentation en énergie inférieure en
parallèle audit premier transistor de source de
courant et ayant une grille alimentée par une
tension de commande,
de sorte que chacun des N amplificateurs dif-
férentiels de type à inversion fonctionne en ré-
ponse à une tension prédéterminée et à une
tension de commande.
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2. Oscillateur commandé en tension selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans lequel un courant d'opération de cha-
cun desdits N amplificateurs différentiels de type à
inversion est déterminé sur la base de ladite tension
prédéterminée et de ladite tension de commande.

3. Oscillateur commandé en tension selon la revendi-
cation 2, dans lequel ledit courant d'opération de
chacun desdits N amplificateurs différentiels de ty-
pe à inversion est directement déterminé sur la ba-
se d'une somme d'un courant déterminé sur la base
de ladite tension prédéterminée et d'un courant dé-
terminé sur la base de ladite tension de commande.

4. Oscillateur commandé en tension selon l'une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel un
écart d'une fréquence dudit signal d'oscillation est
établi sur la base de ladite tension prédéterminée.

5. Oscillateur commandé en tension selon l'une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel une
fréquence dudit signal d'oscillation est déterminée
sur la base de ladite tension de commande compri-
se dans une plage de tensions prédéterminée.

6. Oscillateur commandé en tension selon la revendi-
cation 5, dans lequel ladite fréquence dudit signal
d'oscillation est proportionnelle à ladite tension de
commande comprise dans ladite plage de tensions
prédéterminée.

7. Oscillateur commandé en tension selon l'une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 6, comportant en
outre :

un générateur de polarisation (8, 58) qui amé-
liore la capacité d'attaque en courant desdits N
amplificateurs différentiels de type à inversion.

8. Oscillateur commandé en tension selon la revendi-
cation 1, comportant en outre :

un générateur de polarisation (8) qui comman-
de l'opération d'amplification différentielle de
chacun desdits N amplificateurs différentiels de
type à inversion sur la base de ladite tension
prédéterminée.

9. Oscillateur commandé en tension selon la revendi-
cation 8, dans lequel ledit générateur de polarisa-
tion comporte :

un premier transistor d'attaque (12) relié à ladi-
te tension d'alimentation en énergie inférieure
et ayant une électrode de grille alimentée par
ladite tension prédéterminée, et
un transistor spécifique (11) relié entre ladite
tension d'alimentation en énergie supérieure et

ledit premier transistor d'attaque, et ayant une
grille de celui-ci reliée à une électrode de drain
de celui-ci à attaquer par ledit premier transis-
tor d'attaque de sorte que ledit transistor spé-
cifique commande l'opération d'amplification
différentielle de chacun desdits N amplifica-
teurs différentiels de type à inversion.

10. Oscillateur commandé en tension selon la revendi-
cation 9, dans lequel ledit générateur de polarisa-
tion comporte en outre :

un second transistor d'attaque (13) relié entre
ladite tension d'alimentation en énergie infé-
rieure et ledit transistor spécifique en parallèle
audit premier transistor d'attaque et ayant une
électrode de grille alimentée par ladite tension
de commande, et
ledit transistor spécifique étant attaqué par ledit
second transistor d'attaque en plus dudit pre-
mier transistor d'attaque de sorte que ledit tran-
sistor spécifique commande l'opération d'am-
plification différentielle de chacun desdits N
amplificateurs différentiels de type à inversion.

11. Oscillateur commandé en tension selon la revendi-
cation 9 ou 10, dans lequel ladite section différen-
tielle de chacun desdits N amplificateurs différen-
tiels de type à inversion comporte :

une paire de premier et second transistors de
charge (21 et 22, 23 et 24) fournie pour un tran-
sistor correspondant parmi lesdits transistors
d'opération différentielle, ledit premier transis-
tor de charge étant relié entre ladite tension
d'alimentation en énergie supérieure et ledit
transistor d'opération différentielle correspon-
dant et ayant une grille reliée à un drain de ce-
lui-ci, et ledit second transistor de charge étant
relié entre ladite tension d'alimentation en éner-
gie supérieure et ledit transistor opérationnel
différentiel correspondant et ayant une grille re-
liée audit drain dudit transistor spécifique.

12. Oscillateur commandé en tension selon la revendi-
cation 11, dans lequel ledit transistor spécifique et
ledit second transistor de charge constituent un cir-
cuit de miroir de courant.

13. Oscillateur commandé en tension selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans lequel ladite section différentielle de
chacun desdits N amplificateurs différentiels de ty-
pe à inversion comporte :

une résistance (81, 82) fournie pour un transis-
tor correspondant parmi lesdits transistors
d'opération différentielle, et reliée entre ladite
tension d'alimentation en énergie supérieure et
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ledit transistor d'opération différentielle corres-
pondant.

14. Circuit de boucle à verrouillage de phase (PLL)
comportant :

un comparateur de fréquence de phase (1) qui
compare un signal de référence et un signal de
rétroaction et génère un signal de différence
sur la base du résultat de la comparaison,
une section de génération de tension de com-
mande (2, 3) qui génère ladite tension de com-
mande en réponse audit signal de différence,
ledit oscillateur commandé en tension (5, 55,
75) conformément à l'une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 13, et
un diviseur de fréquence (6) qui effectue une
division de fréquence dudit signal d'oscillation
délivré en sortie par ledit oscillateur commandé
en tension afin de produire ledit signal de ré-
troaction.
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